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BACKGROUND
IIn the wakn the wake oe of the most serious global pandemic in of the most serious global pandemic in ovver a century, mental healther a century, mental health

and wellbeing has nevand wellbeing has never been so much in the spotlight.er been so much in the spotlight.

The need for support with mental health and wellbeing is vast and wide-reaching. Many organisations, companies,

groups and institutions are wrestling to understand how best to respond to support those in their employ,

community or care. One size does not fit all and there is such a vast array of therapies and tools available, it can be

difficult to know where to start.

Soulhub and mCreat have come together as experts in the fields of mental health, wellbeing and event management

to provide wellbeing experiences designed to be as unique and bespoke as those who need us. Whether you are a

large corporate, a sports team, a university or community group - it doesn't matter who you are, it just matters to us

how you are!
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ABOUT US
Soulhub and mCrSoulhub and mCreat areat are working together to cre working together to create bespokeate bespoke wellbeing-basede wellbeing-based

experiences, prexperiences, progrogrammes and evammes and events tailorents tailored to the exact red to the exact requirequirements oements of ourf our

clients.clients. TTogether we havogether we have all oe all of the expertise to plan and delivf the expertise to plan and deliver prer prooffessionalessional

wellbeing experiences designed to genuinely help those in need.wellbeing experiences designed to genuinely help those in need.

SOULHUBSOULHUB

Since 2015, Soulhub has been providing a collective of highly skilled and experienced wellbeing experts and practitioners,
spanning a wide and deep range of services. They include more traditional services, such as sessions with qualified
counsellors, coaches and nutritionists through to more diverse and creative therapies such as walking, dance, singing, art,
story-telling, sleep therapy and way beyond. All with the aim of helping people understand and express themselves better,
so as to create more honest, compassionate and healthy relationships.

MCREAMCREATT

mCreat is a fresh-thinking event management company with over 40 years of combined industry experience and a
passion for outstanding event planning and delivery. We offer complete flexibility, scaling up to deliver huge open access
public events for 7,000+ guests or high-end corporate events incorporating 400+ client meetings in 2 days through to
more intimate gatherings and celebrations for SMEs and member-based organisations. From event planning, programme
design, AV and technical requirements, bespoke registration systems, event Apps / websites, detailed budget management,
crowd-flow and contingency planning, we can support you every step of the way. Every client is unique and so every event
we create and deliver is tailor-made and we don't stop until every last detail is perfect.

Together we are offering our clients diverse and incredibly creative wellbeing solutions, tailored to their exact
requirements and delivered in the most professional manner.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
WWhether you rhether you requirequire a fe a funun-based team day with subtle wellbeing elements, a wellbeing-based team day with subtle wellbeing elements, a wellbeing

ffestivestival to immerse people in the val to immerse people in the variety oariety of therf therapies avapies available or morailable or more one on-going specif-going specificic

and personalised support fand personalised support for individuals and gror individuals and groups, we can help yououps, we can help you..

Every client is completely unique, hence all our wellbeing programmes, experiences and events are totally bespoke.

We are completely flexible, working with everyone from large corporate clients, public sector bodies and universities

through to smaller companies, community groups, schools or individuals.

We are passionate believers that it’s not always enough to just start the wellbeing conversation and then leave. We

can provide ongoing and lasting support for those who wish to invest in the long-term and wide reaching benefits of

wellbeing practices.

If you know wellbeing is a priority for you or those around you, but you don't know where or how to start, we'd love to

help you.
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WELLBEING THERAPIES
Soulhub believSoulhub believes in simple, timeless wellbeing pres in simple, timeless wellbeing practices that go back to basicactices that go back to basics.s.

PrPractices that havactices that have serve served humanity since the dawn oed humanity since the dawn of time.f time. WWe can delive can deliver aller all

oof our therf our therapies in a prapies in a predominantly fedominantly funun-based, light-based, light-touch f-touch fashion or a morashion or a moree

prprooffound and immersivound and immersive experience, depending on our clients' re experience, depending on our clients' requirequirements. Hements. Hereree

arare just a fe just a few examples oew examples of the types of the types of therf therapies we oapies we offffer;er;

MOMOVEMENT / DVEMENT / DANCE / IMPRANCE / IMPROOVV..

Fun and informative workshops. These sessions encourage deeper self-understanding, empathy, connection and
belonging. They also provide simple tools on how movement, dance and play can improve one’s mental and emotional
state. From salsa and flash-mobs to improv acting, there really is an option to suit everyone.

CREACREATIVITYTIVITY

Imagination and creativity are what makes humans stand out from other species and fuels our evolution. However, in
more recent centuries, it is also what is being suppressed, particularly during adulthood. So our creativity workshops
are designed to reignite your inner creative fire and genius, no matter what your passions are. They are also an
opportunity to lose yourself into a timeless dimension of present moment flow.

FOREST BFOREST BAATHINGTHING

It has been scientifically proven that walking and sitting quietly and mindfully in nature helps reduce large amounts
of stress hormones such as cortisol. An opportunity to re-wild yourself and connect to your inner nature finding
renewed strength, harmony and freedom.

WALKINGWALKING

Since lockdown the UK has realised the benefits of simply walking. Soulhub takes it further with Soulwalking, a
practice of walking with compassionate mindfulness and breath. The combination of both the mental and emotional
as well as the physical benefits of walking is powerful, whether delivered in a fun team walking experience or a more
immersive and therapeutic walking session.
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WELLBEING SESSION
CONT/D
SINGINGSINGING

Singing, like dancing, is a truly full-body therapy and expression which engages and transforms all aspects of one's
being, including cardio vascular health. Singing in groups is especially therapeutic and bonding for all participants,
encouraging and empowering communication and connection with others.

BREABREATHINGTHING

Breathing, the most vital and natural ingredient of life, yet so familiar we only notice it when we struggle with it. It is
a major player in helping us regulate our nervous systems. Hence there are many breathing techniques that are
profoundly calming, transformational or empowering for the body and mind, helping us not just survive but thrive.

FOOD & NUTRITIONFOOD & NUTRITION

Food and nutrition are fundamental to wellbeing. Depending on number of participants, sessions will include talks,
Q&A and some active engagement around our relationship with food. Exploring not only what but how, when and
why we eat, has a profound impact on our holistic wellbeing. Sessions will offer practical advice on how to approach
nutrition as a balanced and integrative way of life rather than the latest diet.
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THE MCREAT TEAM

CACATHY CORBYTHY CORBY

Marketing Director

ALISON MEDALISON MEDWELLWELL

CEO / Founder

GRAHAM LGRAHAM LYYALLALL

Technical Consultant

MELANIE NEWMANMELANIE NEWMAN

Logistics Consultant
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THE SOULHUB TEAM
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Carmen RendellCarmen Rendell

Soulhub Founder & Co-Director

AAndrndrewew CuerCuerdenden

Soulhub Co-Director



PRICING
As evAs every prery progrogramme, experience or evamme, experience or event is unique, we will always crent is unique, we will always create aeate a

detailed budget on a casedetailed budget on a case-by-by-case basis.-case basis.

As a ball-park guide, our prices for the most basic 1/2 day event for 50-100 people start from around £5,000 plus VAT.

However, we would be delighted to speak to you in more detail to understand your exact requirements, from where

we can develop a detailed budget for the event you wish to deliver.
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CONTACT US
WWe would bee would be delighted to havdelighted to have the opportunity to disce the opportunity to discuss your bespokuss your bespokee

wellbeing prwellbeing progrogramme, experiences or evamme, experiences or events and how mCrents and how mCreat and Soulhub areat and Soulhub aree

ideally positioned to be your essential wellbeing partnerideally positioned to be your essential wellbeing partner..

Please contact Cathy Corby or Alison Medwell at:

◦ Email: catherine@mcreat.co.uk, alison@mcreat.co.uk

◦ Telephone: 07796 933686 or 07930 248958

◦ Address: 207 Rugby Road, Milverton, Royal Leamington Spa, CV32 6DY

◦ Website: www.mcreat.co.uk
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